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Abstract
In an economic environment increasingly complex and competitive, firms are now aware, more than ever, of the role of the human resources function as being a primary factor to the success and performance of their supply chains. The scope of this article is to highlight
the relationship that exists between human resource management and supply chain management. It also explain how human resource
management practices affects the supply chain performance while taking into consideration the company culture and under the effect of a
human resource management strategies influenced by the increase in terms of environment competitiveness that results in a variety of
business mutations…
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1. Introduction
As the world became a global village, firms are continuously facing risks and greater degree of uncertainty due to the increase in
global competition. This situation promoted the integration of
supply chain management into the organization processes in the
1990’s decade which is has been is increasingly transforming into
a key function that acquires strategic importance for any entrepreneurial structure whose performance, and sometimes even sustainability, depends on the control of the logistics process implemented [1]. This importance remains strategic and irreversible for the
company in order to counteract the systematic effects of the financial crises which crosses all the countries of the world and which
weigh heavily on their social performances. Such a context highlights the necessary reactivity of forms of organization, particularly of a productive nature, by mobilizing and combining diversified
skills.
Since human capital is the backbone of every organization, good
human resource management remains an undeniable source of
value creation that places people and their creative potential at the
center of all managerial and organizational concerns of a company. It was even shown that the relationship-based approaches to
staffing, training, evaluation, and compensation-which constitute
the main activities of HRM- are directly associated with greater
supply chain integration and performance [2].

2. Basics Human Resource Management
(HRM)

P. Roussel 1 defines the HRM as being "…the set of activities that
aims to develop the collective efficiency of people who work for
the company. As efficiency is being the extent to which objectives
are achieved, HRM will have the mission to lead the development
of the human resource (HR) in order to achieve the objectives of
the company. HRM defines strategies and HR means, organizational modes of operation and support logistics in order to develop
the necessary skills to achieve the objectives of the company. "
Therefore, the aim of human resources management is to help the
company reach its strategic goals through seeking for the
achievement of employees’ satisfaction in order to promote their
efficiency, effectiveness and productivity. Indeed, satisfaction
motivates employees for developing skills and learning new technology required in the production process.
In this context, the managers are asked to promote trust, decentralization and share of information and knowledge. They have also to
maintain the clearness of roles and responsibilities, action’ freedom, feedback and motivation. Managers are then bond between
achieving employees’ satisfaction, company’s goals and exercising their functions in order to reach the integrity of the system.
1

Patrice Roussel is coordinator of the research team at LIRHE,
Interdisciplinary Research Laboratory on Human Resources and
Employment, created in 1995. The LIRHE is composed of researchers in social law and labor economics of the University of
Social Sciences Toulouse, and human resources management researchers from the Institute of Business Administration of the
same university. Its vocation is to develop research on employment, work and management of human resources by theoretical
and empirical studies either interdisciplinary, or within one of the
three departments of the laboratory (Management, Economics,
Law).
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Figure 1 presents major processes and functions of human resource management.

2
Fig.1. Major processes and functions of human resources

3. Organizational Culture
The concept of "organizational culture" refers to the personality of
a company, that is, what makes it unique in the eyes of those who
work there and others. There are many definitions of culture, but
the common theme of all these definitions is the sharing of values,
beliefs, ideas and guidelines [3]. Two essential elements are inherent in the definition of the corporate culture. The first characteristic of organizational culture is the sharing of expectations in terms
of work or function. In an organization, employees develop in
contact with each other, a common knowledge of what is expected
of them. Members of a supply chain, too, cultivate over time a
common awareness of what is expected of them and what they
themselves can expect. In this sense, there are two different forms
of mutual expectations: (1) the internal culture that characterizes
the expectations of the employee, and (2) the external culture that
designates the expectations of the members of the chain. The second element of culture is the stability of the norms and values of
the organization. From solid and repeated experiences, employees
are standards of behavior. Externally, these standards represent
standards allowing a person to anticipate the behaviors and expectations of the members of the chain in terms of relationship.
It is important to understand that there is an interaction between an
organization's internal culture and its external culture, or organizational image: the perceptions of chain members are highly influenced by the employees who manage their business relationships.
This means that cultural conformity is characterized by fulfilled
expectations. Employees and chain members not only know what
they have right to expect from the organization, but they also
agree on what should be done to meet those expectations, and act
accordingly. In other words, both of them respect the terms of
their psychological contract [4]. In this situation, a great satisfaction of chain members and employees can be expected. On the
contrary, a cultural conflict is characterized by "unsatisfied expectations", which means that there is a disagreement between the
expectations of the employees and those of the chain members.
This disagreement usually leads to employees’ and members’
dissatisfaction, which in turn leads to larger direct and indirect
supply chain costs.

4. Relationship Between HRM and Organizational Culture
A symbiotic relationship exists between a company's culture and
its human resources policy; they influence each other. Recruitment, training, employee evaluation and compensation are the four
aspects of HRM that affect organizational culture.
2
Marinko Jurčević, Morana Ivaković, Darko Babić THE ROLE
OF HUMAN FACTORS IN SUPPLY CHAINS

First, the level of qualification of new employees differs considerably from one firm to another. Some strive to engage highly educated people with excellent technical, communication and interpersonal skills, and having a strong work ethic. A such policy can
lead to ask job candidates to take several interviews.
Secondly, some companies have large and varied initial training
courses, which they supplement with a tutoring and continuous
training program at the workplace.
Third, the evaluation and information processing procedures are
considerably different from one company to another. Some rarely
evaluate their employees and the results they return are mainly
related to the amount of work, while others focus more on quality
and frequently provide specific information about the behavior.
Within some companies, managers receive three to four reports
each year on their performance, in addition to information on their
progress towards achieving the promotion objectives they have set
in agreement with the company [5].
Finally, pay systems vary greatly: some companies adopt a forward-thinking approach (high wages and profits) while other firms
adopt an archaic approach (low wages and profits). In companies
that take a forward-thinking approach, managers believe that to
provide flawless service to customers, employees must also be
well-treated. The staff can then benefit from paid sabbatical periods which they can combine with the paid holidays, or receive
occasional bonuses for excellent results. These remuneration practices contrast sharply with those of fast food restaurants where
wages are minimal and profits are low.
Human resources policies that directly influence the corporate
culture are therefore influenced by it: HR decisions are essential
because if a company hires staff that adapts to its organizational
culture, this enhances common social knowledge and leads to
increase the cohesion between the objectives of the employee and
those of the company [6]. Sharing a social conscience helps employees make the right decisions in the face of changing circumstances [7]. The influence is therefore mutual.

5. Logistics and Supply Chain Management
(SCM)
a. Emergence of the Concept of Logistics
The concept of logistics in the company was born thanks to the
marketing department because it is the first to have taken into
account the logistical constraints mainly thanks to the problems of
the mix marketing. The latter consists of 4 elements (called the
4P) that must be taken into account: Product (product), Price
(price), Promotion (communication), Place (distribution).
Physical distribution is an important issue for marketing that will
affect all other components of the marketing mix. Transport and
storage are essential elements in order to be able to offer the product to different consumers.
Logistics is therefore an essential function for the company if it
wants to remain competitive. Indeed, it is his knowledge and mastery of logistics that will determine his performance. This activity
characterized as principal by Porter [8], will thus evolve with the
changes experienced by the company and especially its management mode. The firm has mainly known these developments to
allow exchanges become increasingly important with internationalization. The company is now global and few are those who do
not think global. Logistics stakeholders have become more dispersed and more numerous. In order to be more efficient, the logistics system has sought to integrate all these agents. This is how
the notion of supply chain was born.
Faced with this globalization, the company also had to adapt its
management system. This concerns supplies, production, and distribution to the customer as well as the relationships that bind all
these agents. This evolution is mainly due to the increase of actors
in the logistics chain but also to the geographical extension of
infrastructures.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the logistics function over
Integrated and collaborative logistics = Supply Chain

Compatmentalized logistics

Integrated Logistics

Period
Temporary
horizon

Before 1980
Short term

1980 – 1995
Middle term

After 1995
Medium and long term

Logistics Manager
Priority

Reduce logistics costs

Reduce costs and logistical delays. Improve the quality of logistics services

Reduce costs and time. Improve the quality of logistics
services. Improve the level of service

Role of information

Low, because systems do not facilitate information transfer.

High, because integration of more
and more information.

Strong, because of frequent and sought of information
share through the VMI 3 and CPFR 4.

Relationship between
Supply Chain members

Relationships are often aggressive
and related to bargaining power

Power relations are common, but
other relationships are possible.

The logic "win-win" dominates, without angelism however.

Speed of flows and
storage methods

Low, slowed down by multiple
stocks throughout the supply chain.
Importance of the warehouse

High because stocks are shrinking
and information is more fluid.
Importance of the platform.

Strong because the information is shared, which leads
to higher levels of responsiveness. Importance of warehouse and platform network.

Recognition of logistics
= transversal function

Low and little encouraged in practice

High and facilitated by Information and Communication
Technologies

Strong. Dominant paradigm.

Measurement of logistics performance

Indicators through function deduced from accounting.

Some cross-cutting indicators.

The level of service is at the center of concern.

The table above highlights, in addition to the evolution of logistics, the importance of communication and especially the exchange of information. Indeed, information is a driving force of
this collaboration. Information and the circulation of data are essential for this relationship between the agents of the supply chain.
The use of information systems is essential for the good conduct
of the supply chain and they facilitate and simplify considerably
the exchange of information. It is thanks to them that the collaboration can be efficient and lead to its primary goal, which is customer satisfaction. Moreover this partnership allows many reduce
such as the reducing stocks and delays. Since 1995, the concept of
All this gave the concept of the supply chain. This is then an added value for the company that will gain in efficiency and responsiveness. Table 1 presents the main characteristics that logistics
function knew during its evolution:

3
VMI: Vendor Managed Inventory is a management method guided by the supplier of the situation and the level of stock, based on
actual consumption of goods on the sales floor; this concerns the
management of the flow, from the manufacturing sites to the
availability in the store shelves. It is a method mainly used by
GMS (Large and Medium Surfaces). The manufacturer will establish the sales forecasts thanks to the distributor's cash outlets, his
proposed orders no longer require the distributor's confirmation.
This is an evolution of the Co-Managed Inventory where the manufacturer had to wait for confirmation by the store.
4

CPFR: Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment is
a method to improve the supply chain. It is based on intensified
collaboration between the different actors through information
sharing for sales forecasting and production planning. The idea is
to synchronize action plans between partners based on this data
exchange.

supply chain is now the dominant in the management of the customer relationship. Indeed, the customer is at the heart of the concern of the company by the desire to improve the level of service.

b. Supply chain management
Supply chain is now a term used internationally to express all
efforts that had been involved in producing and delivering a final
product or service, from the supplier’s supplier to the customer’s
customer.
Supply chain management is a management of production at each
level of the chain, there will be an integration of stakeholders
throughout the supply chain. This management method makes it
possible to increase the rotations of the stocks per year, to reduce
the cost of the products because it will be distributed among the
different actors. Supply chain management also reduces production cycles and reduces response and delivery time for customers.
Targets can be determined for the entire supply chain.

b.1. SCM objectives
The aim of supply chain management is to improve administrative
management and reduce a large number of errors. The company
has different goals when it decides to move into global supply
chain management. Supply chain management can lead to achieve
objectives such as:
•
The passage of the pushed flow to the drawn flow. This
helps to reduce inventory and especially to avoid
overproduction. The product will no longer be manufactured
so that it can be sold, but production will depend on customer
orders, this will limit inventories and thus be closer to the
needs of consumers.
•

Production planning. Production is now planned in total
concordance with customer demand. It is now the customer
who will trigger the production. In fact, either the production
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will start only when the order has been placed which may
allow customization of the product by the consumer, or the
product is ready but the customer will have to order in order
to trigger the production of the product for the next
consumer. The plant then has a very small stock which makes
it possible to answer more quickly on demand, this type of
production is used mainly for that require a significant
manufacturing time.
•

Improvement of traceability. By the supply chain
management the company has a better visibility on the
production thanks to the close collaboration which settles
between the actors. Similarly, it is easier to follow the
production process and to know the exact location where the
goods are made. A labeling system is established between the
parties to have the same referencing codes for a simpler
product management.

•

The improvement of the execution of the order. The
consumer will tend to have his product faster because
according to the time of manufacture, the company will put
in place a system that will avoid making the customer wait
too long. The customer will then be served more quickly and
so he will usually be more satisfied. Figure 2 gives a possible
representation of the Supply Chain:

5

main flow of the supply chain remains the financial flow. Financial flows are moving in the direction up the supply chain. It is
therefore the customer who will start by paying to the distributor
all the races he has made, the payment is direct. The distributor
will pay the invoices to the manufacturer for the delivery of the
finished products after processing the raw materials. Similarly, the
manufacturer will pay the suppliers, or rather suppliers for the
supply of raw materials or essential components for the manufacture of products for sale. These are done in different ways because
the actors have a longer payment period than the final customer
who pays directly.
The supply chain has developed within the company to be able to
answer more efficiently and with more efficiency at the request of
the customers; it is for this reason that the preceding diagram is
not precise enough. Indeed, in this perspective, the customer must
be at the center of the supply chain; the final consumer is upstream
and downstream of the chain. The customer will be the starting
point of the production but also the point of arrival because he is
the final consumer of the product. It is the consumer who will
trigger the design of the products; he is then at the center of the
chain of the global offer as on the representation bellow:

Fig.2. Supply chain flow chart

6
Fig. 3. The customer is placed in the center of the supply chain

This diagram makes it possible to highlight the different flows that
circulate between the agents of the supply chain. It is essential to
understand how information circulates but also to note that the
exchanges are as well in one direction as in the other. Indeed, the
exchanges are reciprocal and are lateral without being limited to
being transmitted in a defined sense.
Besides the flow of information, there are other flows, also necessary for the collaboration to go perfectly: financial flows and
physical flows. These already existed before the introduction of
the integrated supply chain. Physical flows, also two-way, are
broken down into several main stages such as the supply of raw
materials, then the transformation where the raw materials are to
be worked in order to produce the final product which will then be
broadcast to the public through the distribution stage. These flows
shown in two directions show that there may be returns in the case
of a defect or an anomaly on the product.
The financial flows, meanwhile, only go up the chain because
each of the actors will be required to pay the previous speaker on
the supply chain. It is indeed the suppliers who will be the starting
point and supply the manufacturers. The latter will then have a
debt towards the first ones, and so on until the final customer. The
5

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/supply_chain_management/suppl
y_chain_management_process_flow.htm

This schematization shows the close collaboration between the
different actors of the global chain. All stakeholders in the supply
chain are interconnected and communicate together to best meet
their common target: the final customer. The exchange of information is bilateral which allows a full cooperation between activities. Transparency and trust are also essential.

b.2. The stages of the Supply Chain
The consumer is at the center of the supply chain. He is even at
the origin of the global logistics chain and who will trigger the
production of the product. Indeed, the customer is at the heart of
the concerns and he will be the center of the supply chain.
There are different stages in the overall logistics process, which
can be described as successive although the relationships and exchanges are constant and reciprocal. Firstly, the order or at least
the creation of the good will be generated by the final customer,
then the raw material supplier will deliver to the company that is
used to transform the raw materials into a first element of the
product (for example the components of an engine will be assembled to form the engine). Then each partner will have a defined
task in the creation of the product (for example in automobile
manufacturing, one will constitute the tires, another will make the
engine, and one last the dashboard). Each of the actors of the chain
will have a determined and essential role in order to deliver a sat6

http://www.axtin.com/solutions/images/supply_chain_diagram.jpg
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isfying product to the customer on time. It is therefore essential
that each actor acts in his interest but also takes into account that
of his collaborators. If one of the actors does not respect the rules,
the production can be stopped. Similarly, to avoid overproduction,
agents will make forecasts based on the forecasts of their previous
employees without adding a margin percentage.
Supply chain management requires transparency and total trust
between the stakeholders. Collaboration must be complete and
followed to avoid unnecessary errors or overproduction. Production and delivery times must take into account each agent. The
global logistics chain is longer than when the company is the only
manager. The manufacture is then elaborated according to each
one.

6. Relationship between Supply Chain and
HRL Strategies [9]
Having been defined in several ways over the last 40 years, the
modern logistics is understood today as a function of planning,
implementation and mastery of flows and stocks in the company.
It relies on the implementation of information and communication
systems increasingly sophisticated and takes place in the supply
chain defined by Mentzer as "a set of three or more entities (companies or individuals) through which flow upstream and downstream products of services, information and finance, from a supplier to a customer." [10]. In terms of purpose, NFX 50-600 standard reminds us that the purpose of the logistic function is to "meet
the needs expressed or latent, internal or external, to better economic conditions for a specific level of service" (AFNOR, 2005).
This definition makes that the notion supply chain can accommodate different realities as proved by Chen &al [11] because of the
existence of a myriad of types of relationships between members
of a supply chain, which can be analyzed on how to associate or
collaborate [12]. Management practices flow may also differ from
one chain to another, according to the way that the relationship in
the supply chain is oriented to be:
•
Relational: Characterized by content (beginning, signals, and
the end) of the communication between the partners in the
chain and interactions’ mode (speed and frequency), allowing
enterprising sides to get goals which are unattainable individually.
•
Or transactional: In this relationship, the terms of exchange
between buyers and suppliers must be specific (low flexibility of suppliers). The benefits and costs of each member of
the supply chain are clearly defined (low ease of provider);
little information flow between the parties (poor communication); members of the supply chain have little control over
each other (low control); transactions are short-lived and
have little chance to train new (sustainability little intended).
According to the vocabulary of sale, each member is satisfied
with a result of "win-lose" provided that they are winning.
Therefore, despite of the challenges that the company may face
[13], the guidelines of the supply chain must be adapted to the
culture of the company that comes into mutual influence with HR
policies. Indeed, decisions on human resource management have a
significant impact because if staff adapts to the culture of the
company, it helps to highlight social knowledge, as it helps in
promoting cohesion between the objectives of the employee and
those of the company [14]. The fact that "Sharing a social conscience helps employees to make the right decisions in the face of
changing circumstances" has been proven years ago [7].
In comparison to relations accommodated within the supply chain,
human policies and the resulting culture can also be defined according to the Continuum transaction-relation. In other words, we
distinguish the relationship-based HRM strategy which emphasizes the reciprocal loyalty between employees and the company and
leads to a mutually beneficial relationship in the long run. And the
transaction-based human resources strategy according to which
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employees are interchangeable and replaceable so that much less
effort is provided to maintain their loyalty.
By combining the two logistic strategies with the two human resource strategies that a company can adopt, two of the four possible combinations are found to be compatible with both logistic and
HRM objectives ("relational logistic-relational HRM" or "transactional logistic- Transactional HRM") while the other two combinations represent a strategic conflict:

a. Combined Relational Strategies
Through adopting this type of strategy, the company's objective is
to establish long-term cooperation with the majority of partners
(customers, suppliers and distributors) and its own employees. A
relationship-oriented firm strives to ensure coherence and complementarity between vendor and distributor’ objectives in terms
of human and marketing relationships, thus treating customers,
suppliers and distributors alike leads to achieve a high level of
cultural coherence that fosters mutual trust between the various
enterprising parts (company, employee and different members of
the supply chain).
In case of combined relational strategy, employees are seen as
investments where the importance of shared responsibility and the
"employee" factor dominates the human resource management
(lifetime jobs, training, high wages, etc). Choi and Joung conducted a study based on the concept of combined HRM and supply
chain management strategies [15].

b. Combined Transactional Strategies
A company can also adopt a transactional approach regarding
some or all of its supply chain partners as well as regarding its
own employees. In this configuration, the loyalty of the employee
towards the organization and the members of the supply chain is
less considered. In this context, fidelity between a company and its
suppliers or distributors is less solicited too.
In this scenario, assessing employees is based on the workload to
quality dependency criterion. This results in the fact that employees are strictly defined and managed to achieve daily tasks with
minimum qualifications. This leads to situations where employees
are replaceable and low paid as it can also lead to a further reduction in the efficiency of the services concerned after each personnel change.

c. Mixed Strategy: Long-Term Relationship with the
Supply Chain Members and Transactional Relation
with Employees
In this situation, the strategy of the supply chain is based on relationships while the human resources policy is transactional. Members of the supply chain may then receive transaction-level service. This is due to the fact the transactional HRM strategy prevents staff from providing a comprehensive and long-term service,
especially since employees are not rewarded for the time dedicated to Maintaining long-term relationships because the reward
system is linked to quantitative and transactional objectives. On
the other hand, the HR strategy is based on simple and routine
jobs that require a low-skilled workforce. Hence, employees are
less able to provide the level of service required in a real relational
environment.

d. Mixed Strategy: Short-Term Transaction with the
Supply Chain Members and Strategy Based on Relationships with Employees
In this case, the company may consider that the members of the
supply chain are interchangeable, but it attempts to get a long-term
commitment from the employees. Despite the fact that maintaining a first-class workforce (skilled employees, continuing training
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and receiving high wages, etc.) for transactional works is one of
the less economical aspects of this approach, but it lets the firm
able to perform tasks that a member or a transaction chain is not
capable of.

7. How Hrm Practices Influence the Supply
Chain Performance?
On one hand, HRM mission is to help organizations to achieve
their goals through acting on human capital issues. On the other
hand, nobody can deny that supply chains are made of people.
Hence, successful supply chain management rests – in a big part
of it- on the performance of the people in the supply chain. ClayePuaux [16] demonstrated that HRM practices can influence the
success of supply chain through:

a. The coordination of physical flows
The coordination of physical flows became possible thanks to a
HRM activity referring to the field of employment management
and work organization which that can be broken down into three
levers:
•

Inter-organizational synchronization of activities:

In the context of Just-in-time manufacturing7, the exact synchronization of physical flows, between principals and suppliers, constitutes a basis for the operation of the exchange relationship. This
synchronization of the flows of goods is necessarily accompanied
by a synchronization of the work activity supporting the circulation of flows. From the point of view of HRM, this forces the
supplier to set up work schedules and work organization based on
the client's activity. In addition, holiday periods are also affected
by the choice of the client. It is in fact the arrangements made by
the manufacturer that cascaded to suppliers of second level.
•

Intra-organizational synchronization of activities:

The continuity and fluidity of the flows must not be realized only
externally between the partners of the chain, but also internally,
within each link of the chain. The synchronization of the various
activities performed internally is therefore as essential as the external synchronization mentioned above. This supposes a perfect
harmonization of the schedules between the different services
contributing to the realization of the logistic process.
•

Quantitative flexibility of the human resource:

The coordination of inter-organizational flows assumes a continuous adjustment to the volume of activity. The variability of demand in the example of Just-in-time system makes it necessary to
ensure a quantitative level of labor flexibility to avoid undercapacity (introducing a risk of flow disruption) or overcapacity
(decreasing the fluidity of flows included in terms of committed
human resources - and thus wage costs).
In addition, in a context of lean staffing, the management of
planned absenteeism (including time off and absence for training)
becomes critical within the production teams, especially since the
negotiation on the reduction of time of work, which has been reflected in suppliers by increasing the number of days off. Thus the
absenteeism management mission has become more complex for
managers who must authorize absences in line with work planning
and employees’ needs.
7
A mode of production management characterized by the reduction of stocks through a supply made only at the moment when the
production requires it as well as by the manufacture of the only
quantities ordered.

b. The Coordination of Information Flows
The coordination of information flows is made possible by an
HRM activity referring to the areas of training and communication
that can be broken down into two levers:
•

Adaptation to Information and Communication
Technologies:

The inter-organizational operational coordination underlying the
functioning of the supply chain not only entails a continuous exchange of information on the quantities to be produced and delivered, but also on the quantities actually delivered, their nature and
their precise destination.
For instance, it is usual that in the production units, each supply
order corresponds to a shipping notice. In practical terms, this
bidirectional exchange of information can take various forms:
electronic, paper (fax, paper delivery note), standard label with
barcode. Little by little, paper disappears in favor of electronic
orders. Current developments are imposed by the contractors to
the suppliers, who must adapt their technological means but also
their skills, under the threat of losing their market. The training
activity that falls within the tasks of human resources management
is therefore fundamental.
•
Internal Decompartmentalization:
The coordination of information flows is just as indispensable at
the intra-organizational level as at the inter-organizational level.
The divisions between groups and between functions turn then out
to be major obstacles to its realization. Some structures appear in
this framework more likely to promote decompartmentalization
between functions. By grouping several functions under the same
hierarchical authority, the information circulates more fluidly and
arbitrations between functions are facilitated.
Moreover, in order that useful information circulates easily, in and
between services, favorable conditions can be met. This involves
providing communication spaces or specifying exchange times (at
the time of team-taking, through intra- or inter-service meetings or
by informal communication habits), in order to encourage coordination of information. Finally, the circulation of relevant information may suffer from a lack of clarity in the assignment of roles
of each. So in order to guarantee that information will be transmitted reliably and efficiently, interface roles must be clearly defined.

c. Random Responsiveness
Random responsiveness is made possible by an HRM activity that
refers to domain of the valorization of the human potential [16]
which can be decomposed into two levers:
•

The Effectiveness of External Communication:

In order to make sure that contingencies, which can affect the
functioning of the supply chain, can be managed quickly, interorganizational communication must be effective. It is a matter of
understanding each other perfectly, in order to be able to better
coordinate one's actions during the occurrence of a malfunction, a
machine failure, a transport failure, a computer input error, etc.
For this, the identification of the qualities of a communicator or
even a negotiator when it comes to finding a common solution to a
problem, guides the selection of staff performing the interface
with suppliers and customers. On the other hand, the implementation of external socialization practices allow the development of a
knowledge of the other, a shared representation of the situations
encountered, a common language that promotes interorganizational communication. This socialization can be natural,
playing on the register of friendly links. This external socialization
can also be encouraged by the practices of visiting the site; interpersonal meeting between correspondents or inter-organizational
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meeting. The attention is then particularly turned towards the improvement of the relation with the customer.
•

The Adaptability of the Human Resource:

The occurrence of a hazard requires that HRM decisions be made
quickly, not only in the company where the malfunction occurred,
but also in its suppliers and / or customers, or even in a wider area
of the chain.
Hazards can be experienced and thus managed ex-post: it is "too
late", the malfunction has occurred, for example a machine failure.
In this case, HRM's decision taken by excellence is the release of
overtime to make up for a delay in reaching the volume of production, which is reflected automatically on the downstream and the
upstream in the absence of buffer stocks. The flexibility of the
human resource is solicited in terms of its physical availability.
However, this availability can only be ensured in the long term if
the company offers compensation to employees, which goes beyond simply respecting the legal framework for hourly or financial
compensation. The methods of recognizing the involvement in
customer satisfaction can then be symbolic (distinction by framing, display, internal diary) or tangible (bonuses, criteria for scaling up, etc.).
In the automotive sector, for example, hazards can also be anticipated and therefore managed ex-ante. In this case, the redeployment of the production personnel and / or the order picking activity at the different levels of the chain may allow at the end of the
chain to avoid a stop of the assembly lines. It is the anticipation of
a break of subset or components that lead to reprogramming the
order of vehicles passage and therefore the need for supplies. The
decision to immediately redeploy the activity then supposes that
two conditions are fulfilled:
– This decision is first possible only if you benefit from a versatile
human resource, that is to say capable of working on different
production positions. Training practices to increase the number of
job vacancies are mobilized here.
– It is only acceptable if the urgency generated in the work situation does not constitute an excessive risk of accidents at work.
When it comes to preparing an order or changing a mold in an
emergency, the temptation to run in the shop or in the workshop is
great; gestures are faster and the risk of getting hurt or hurting
another is real. Action on improving working and safety conditions is then central.

d. The Primacy of Logistical Imperatives
The primacy of logistical imperatives became possible thanks to
an activity of HRM referring to the field of the participation8 of
the human resource [16] which can be decomposed into two levers:
•

The Development of Logistics Culture:

The primacy of logistical imperatives is an issue of culture. Giving
always the example of the automobile sector, the later is strongly
impregnated with various values of which we retain: the rigor (in
the production of the quality and in the respect of the delays), the
desire for permanent progress (in the control and efficiency of
processes), transversality (in order to ensure the coordination of
flows), responsiveness (in dealing with hazards). The notion of
customer satisfaction is omnipresent in each of these areas; it is
the pivot around which the culture of the automobile is forged.
The participative management tools in particular make it possible
to disseminate this culture, all the more so if they organize themselves around a project of the company: progress becomes everyone's business and transversal communication benefits from an
infrastructure with participatory working groups. At the individual
8
Participation in terms of process of work involvement and integration into the firms
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level, involvement8 and autonomy are sought to serve the same
imperatives. The procedures for the reception of new recruits by
the quality department, then the practices of enlargement and enrichment of tasks (quality control, first level maintenance) and
evaluation are then the vectors of the logistics culture. Internal
newspapers are also echoing the logistic creed. In a general way,
all the practices founding a process of internal socialization can be
mobilized.
•

The Preservation of the Social Climate:

The maintain of a good social climate over time is essential in any
organization, but it is all the more so in the context of a tense flow,
because any social drift immediately jeopardizes the activity.
When work is in Just-in-time, the strike is proscribed. The directorates are therefore particularly attentive to their relations with
the social representatives. While approaching their relationship
with representatives in different ways, the HR managers of the
various sites pursue the same goal: to avoid any relational degradation. The climate must also be maintained by balancing fees
with contributions. Recognition becomes a major instrument for
nurturing involvement. Even if; in the majority of cases; it remains
more easily symbolic (verbal, via the internal newspaper or bulletin boards) than tangible. Only few companies offer variable compensation directly linked to participation in company projects and
contribution to progress for the benefit of all employees.

8. How to Adopt Coherent HRM and SCM
Strategies in the Light of the Corporate Culture?
Internal coherence between corporate culture and HR policies is a
prerequisite for the conscious development of a successful supply
chain strategy. The mismatch between culture and the HRM
(transactional or relational) of a company makes it difficult, if not
impossible, to develop and operate an efficient supply chain.
While achieving coherence seems to be an easy task, there are
many factors that can prevent this outcome. First, the sharing of
views, beliefs, and patterns of behavior is taking place over a long
period of time and is therefore evolving slowly. Thus, it is not
because the company modifies its human resources policies to
obtain a transactional or relational culture that the culture will
follow instantly. Any transformation will take time. Secondly, the
inadequacy can result from the fact that some managers are less
able to implement the HR policies set by the company. It is likely
that these executives do not have sufficient knowledge of these
policies or managerial skills required. Finally, other factors than
human resources policies influence the corporate culture such as:
external pressures, internal potentials, reactions to critical events,
experiences, environment, or members ... [2]. A single factor or
combination of factors can therefore result in an imbalance between HR policies and an organization's culture. Thus, before
choosing the strategies to adopt, some questions should be answered:
•

Are the Human and Financial Resources Required for the
Internal Implementation of the Desired Strategy
(Transaction / Relationship) Met?

Once the company has achieved cohesion between its culture and
its policies, and has decided on its orientation, it must put this
strategy into practice. Each strategy requires considerable and
variable resources. For example, a relationship-based company
will need to dedicate significant resources to recruiting the right
employees, providing them with concrete and ongoing training,
providing regular and complete information, and raising the financial resources needed to reward and compensate the employee.
Not all firms are able to meet these prerequisites or find sufficiently qualified employees in the labor market to match their industry.
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Transactional strategies require a different set of resources. Because functions are narrowly defined, more employees may be
needed. Having simple and repeated tasks performed by lowskilled employees can result in increased turnover. This result can
in turn drive the company to invest heavily in machines and processes to stay competitive.
•

Do the Cultures and Human Resource Strategies of the
Other Members of the Supply Chain Allow the Company
to Put Its Strategy into Practice?

The success of a company's logistics strategy depends in a part on
the human resources strategy of other members of the supply
chain. It is therefore essential that companies consider this issue
and determine the potential position of supply chain members on
the transaction-relationship continuum. The time that a company
devotes to determining the orientation of a member of the chain
will depend on the importance of this member in his eyes. Even
companies that have adopted a relational approach with supply
chain members are likely to conduct only a superficial survey of a
non-critical member of the supply chain. For a critical member,
the company will be able to obtain answers to the following questions by telephone, site visits and a review of its publications on
HR policies and procedures: What are the qualifications of their
employees? What training do they follow? How are they paid and
evaluated? How complex are the tasks they perform? What is the
turnover rate? The answers to these questions can be compared to
industry standards [18] as well as to the organization's own standards. A company can then conclude if the expectations of the parties are compatible and can be met.
•

Does the Company Have the Ability to Set Common
Standards and Culture for Its Employees and Its Chain
Members?

After concluding that the supply chain member has adopted the
correct orientation, the company must be able to develop the appropriate standards between their respective employees. As mentioned above, there is often a mismatch between policies and practices, and a given direction can be implemented in a variety of
ways. Two relationship-oriented companies can behave very differently. This is why the firm must know to what extent it can
develop a common culture between its employees and those of the
member of the supply chain, without taking into account the orientation (relationship or transaction) adopted. Companies that
have a relationship-oriented network strategy can facilitate a
common culture. For instance, firms can ask their employees to
take training programs offered by other member companies on the
circuit. Alternatively, new training programs followed by members of both companies can be created. Companies can also hold
meetings and perform common social functions to enhance the
stability of their crops. To facilitate relationships with chain members that are critical to the business, the company can also nominate someone who would serve the link full-time with these partners. Firms with a transaction-oriented network strategy do not
necessarily need common training. However, it can still be helpful
for all employees to understand the standards that govern their
relationships with other employees, even when standards minimize communication and person-to-person contact.
•

What is the Effect of the Company's HR Strategy on the
Total Cost of Ownership?

A company's human resources strategy has a significant impact on
total cost of ownership. This approach suggests that management
should base logistic management decisions on all costs associated
with acquiring, using and maintaining a good or service, and not
only on cost related to each of these elements [19, 20]. This question of total cost can be examined from two different angles. First,
management must consider the effects of the company's HR strat-

egy on the costs of interacting with upstream and downstream
supply chain members. Second, and more importantly, management should consider the effects of their human resource strategies
on the overall cost of the supply chain. For example, if the transaction costs with a supply chain member increase, they can be offset
by lower costs within the company. A company that has a transactional HR strategy may find it profitable to outsource certain activities to other members of the circuit. In addition, studying the HR
strategy of supply chain members can lead to the decision to take
on board transaction costs with some members of the circuit as
this result in lower total supply chain costs.

9. The Necessity of Using a Multi-Criterion
Approach
On the basis of the above, it is clear that seeking for an harmonization between HRM strategies and those of supply chain management as well as the adaptation between the resulting practices is
no longer easy to identify. Hence a multi-criteria approach for
decision-making is highly appreciated.

a. Multicriteria Analysis for Decision-Making
Analysis is a technical science dedicated to clarifying the understanding of a decision problem and solving it. It becomes multicriterion when the problem has several objectives, often contradictory. It is therefore an analysis that aims to explain a coherent
family of criteria for designing, justifying and transforming preferences within a decision-making process. Multicriteria analysis is
often called because:
• Because single-criteria optimization is often not reflective of
reality
• For some problems, it can be sometimes dangerous to treat them
in the optics of the optimization
• It helps to make a decision or evaluate several options in situations where no possibility is perfect
• It reconciles economic, design, technological, environmental,
social aspects ...
Multicriteria approaches can be divided into three categories depending on how judgments are aggregated [21]:
1) Comprehensive aggregation (top-down approach): We seek
to aggregate the n criteria in order to reduce them to a single criterion. We suppose that the judgments are transitive exp: a> b, b> c
then a> c
2) Partial aggregation (bottom-up approach): We seek to compare potential actions or rankings and establish between these
elements outranking relations. We must then respect the incomparability.
3) Local aggregation: We look first at a starting solution. Thereafter, an iterative research is conducted to find a better solution.

b. Analytic Hierarchy Process Applied to Supply Chain
Management
The Analytic hierarchy process (AHP), presented by Saaty [22], is
an effective tool for dealing with complex decisions that can help
the decision maker to prioritize and make the best decision. By
reducing complex decisions to a series of two-to-two comparisons
and then synthesizing the results, the AHP helps to capture both
subjective and objective aspects of a decision. In addition, the
AHP incorporates a useful technique for verifying the consistency
of the decision-maker's assessments, reducing thereby partiality in
the decision-making process.
In connection with the theme of our article, it has been proven that
AHP applications can solve SCM problems. Indeed, Salomon et al
[23] conducted a study where they presented two real different
cases to which AHP brought important conclusions. Thus, the
application of an AHP that takes into account the human resource
management strategy that derives from the company culture will
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be an effective tool for decision making that aligns HR and SCM
strategies.

10. Conclusion
HRM plays a key role in the success of supply chains. Directly
involved in achieving the fundamental objectives of internal and
external coordination of physical and information flows, reactivity
to hazards, primacy of logistical imperatives, HRM allows the
logistics project of the chain to be realized, both at the points of
operational and strategic views.
As part of this, a company must consider the interaction between
its human resources policy (relationship or transaction), and its
logistics strategy (relationship or transaction) while taking into
account the organizational cultures of other companies belonging
to its supply chain. Failure to achieve this strategic alignment
satisfactorily can lead to a reduction in the efficiency of the chain
as a whole.
Thus, logisticians and practitioners of HRM have as many optimizations as arbitrations to find. They will therefore gain from mutually questioning their practices to make the supply chain more
reliable. This collaboration can be geared towards improving the
adequacy of HRM practices to logistical requirements. It can also,
upstream, lead logisticians to think about the difficult conditions
for implementing HRM
From a more practical point of view, hierarchical process analysis
is a useful mathematical tool to take a decision that respects the
company culture, the ambitions of supply chain management as
well as the orientations of human resources management.
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